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Burnaby Luxury Hotels - The responsibilities of a hotel porter includes making certain that the guest of the hotel is able to receive
certain services that would make their stay at the hotel more relaxing. The responsibilities of the porter will vary considerably from
hotel to hotel and to the region of the globe they work in. With all porter responsibilities, the main objective is keeping the
customers as content as possible so that they would look forward to returning in the future.
Within many large hotels, the porters mostly work outside of the hotel and the bellmen deal with the inside duties of the hotel. An
outside porter is responsible to gather the customers' baggage upon arrival and ensuring that their items are delivered to their
hotel rooms. When the patrons are ready to leave, the porter gathers the baggage and loads it so that it is all set to go. Hotel
porters also carry out errands on the customer's behalf. For example, they can collect and drop off the dry cleaning, pickup
sporting event or theatre tickets and call taxis and that.
Porters would occasionally work in smaller hotels as bellmen. When this is the case, they not just deal with the luggage outside
but also show the guests to their rooms, act as a point of contact for any guest problems, and demonstrate the features of the
hotel room.
The duty of the Bellman is to report any problems with hotel room to the maintenance staff and would assist patrons change
rooms if the hotel room is not suitable for the patron for any reason. Bellmen also frequently run errands for the guests. They often
make reservations for their customers with entertainment venues or restaurants. In addition, they can often provide
recommendations for regional attractions, answer questions and offer assistance in any emergency situations.
In an emergency, the hotel porter will work to make certain that customers safely evacuate assisting with the implementation of
safety measures. Porters could help other members of the hotel with tasks like organizing hotel rooms, moving furniture and
fulfilling guest requirements. In hotels which do not have a doorman, hotel porters normally hold the door open for customers as
well as manage their luggage.
The responsibility of being a hotel porter could be really hard because they should be friendly, professional, courteous and
outgoing while at work. Burnaby Luxury Burnaby Luxury Hotels - Usually, they would work long shifts. Like for instance, a hotel
porter could work eight full hours with no chance to sit down. No matter how tired or uncomfortable a porter is, it is vital that they
still respond to guests in a courteous and cheerful way.
Sometimes, porters might need to carry out various errands. Some of these duties might seem unreasonable and the porter must
ensure they complete them without complaining. If working in a big hotel where porters have a ranking system, their salary tend to
be low. When a ranking system is in place, the porters have a chance to advance to a higher salary. Porters receive tips for doing
a task well and can often expect tips for providing great customer service.

